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Table 2: Exemplar quotes on the extent and nature of impact on mental health.

Grief “Miscarriage in particular, or especially if it’s a long fought-for pregnancy—IVF, they’ve been on 
that emotional rollercoaster and then they’ve lost the pregnancy. That sense of failure can be 
huge, and that has a massive impact on their mental health.” – Social worker

“There’s no set pattern to an emotional response, it’s a grief reaction often—so it’s your nor-
mal grief reaction, but it’s whether their behaviour or response sits outside of those normal 
reactions. For instance, I’m more interested in someone who has a blunted emotion, who 
shows no emotion, than one who does. Because if I told you your sister had just been in a car 
accident, you would have an emotional response, and that would be entirely appropriate. 
But [] if you sat there and nodded and grinned at me, we just carried on the conversation, my 
alerts would go up.” – Maternity fetal medicine midwife

Attitude towards 
the pregnancy

“I think it depends on if it’s a wanted pregnancy or not. So if it wasn’t wanted, then the chanc-
es are that mental health issues are not such a big deal. Maybe age as well, when you start 
getting pregnant. If you’re 40 and had some help with getting pregnant, and then you have 
a miscarriage, then it might be a bigger thing than if you’re eighteen, twenty.” – Emergency 
department nurse 

“As soon as they become pregnant, women are thinking about that baby as a fully formed be-
ing, and they’re projecting that child into the future. You know, growing up and—it’s not just, 
‘Oh so I’m pregnant so I’ve got this cell that’s been dividing inside of me and now it’s the size 
of a…’—you know? I think women don’t have that… I think it’s more[,] ‘I’m gonna have a baby 
and it’s gonna be this and it’s gonna grow up to do this and it’s gonna look like this’” – Clinical 
psychologist

Women taking 
the blame 

“People don’t really talk about having miscarriages. And for a lot of women that have been 
healthy and well, that’s the first time that they’ve felt that their body’s [] let them down, or 
they’re disappointed… I’m thinking of lots of women that I’ve spoken to. There’s a lot of differ-
ent [] thoughts for a lot of different people. Some women feel really like their body’s let them 
down or that they’re useless.” – Social Worker

“I guess if [it] was a recurrent miscarriage and nothing had been found like the first time, then 
the second time part of the psychological thing would be doing that search for any underlying 
obvious medical reasons, but then talking through the psychological implications of that so, ‘We 
are going to check that you weren’t very anaemic, we don’t think you were but it’s worth doing 
that… we’ll check a whole bunch of other stuff.’ And part of that I guess is looking at it from a 
medical scientific point of view and not that it is the woman’s fault that she miscarried, which I 
think sometimes women would be kind of carrying that around, you know, ‘what did I do that 
made me miscarry?… could I have looked after myself better?’” – General practitioner 1

Who’s impacted “It’s multifaceted and it’s very individualised, and really it’s on case-by-case basis. You can’t 
make assumptions about how someone is going to process information or what their reaction 
is going to be. But you can bet your bottom dollar that most of the situations that occur in fetal 
medicine affect every woman’s mental health.” – Maternity fetal medicine midwife

“I think the other of it of course is blokes tend to get left out—nobody talks about the blokes. 
And you do wonder if fathers grieve, and nobody ever asks the father, “How do you feel about 
a miscarriage?” [I’ve] probably never asked a father about that, except when it’s in the mo-
ment, so that’s pretty tough. So I think the other big conversation we’re missing is the guys.”  
– General practitioner 2

Risk factors “Are you more at risk when you’re 23 years old, if you have an early termination or if you have 
a miscarriage?... There’s so many factors to take into account.”  – Clinical psychologist




